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Abstract17

When preparing a movement, we often rely on partial or incomplete information,18

which can decrement task performance. In the behaving monkey we show that the19

degree of cued target information is reflected in both, neural variability in motor20

cortex and behavioral reaction times. We study the underlying mechanisms in a21

spiking motor-cortical attractor model. By introducing a novel and biologically22

realistic network topology where excitatory neuron clusters are locally balanced23

with inhibitory neuron clusters we robustly ensure multistable network activity24

across a wide range of network parameters. In application to the monkey task, the25

model performs target selection and accurately reproduces the task-epoch dependent26

reduction of trial-to-trial variability in vivo where the degree of reduction directly27

reflects the amount of available target information, while spiking irregularity remained28

constant throughout the task. In the context of incomplete cue information, the29

increased target selection time of the model explains the increased behavioral reaction30

time of the monkey. We conclude that context-dependent neural and behavioral31

variability are a signum of attractor computation in the motor cortex.32
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1 Introduction33

Despite correct motor performance in well-trained animals, behavioral reaction times and34

neural spiking activity in the motor cortex appear highly variable across repetitions of an35

identical task1. Hence, any successful biologically realistic model of cortical motor control36

must provide a mechanistic explanation for both types of variability.37

Over the past decades, attractor dynamics has been established as the most viable38

mathematical concept and computational model to support working memory and decision39

making in sensory-motor tasks, and there is considerable experimental evidence to support40

it2–8. Yet, despite the fact that the basic theory of attractor dynamics is well understood9–11,41

its robust implementation and functional application in biologically realistic spiking neural42

network models remains a challenge.43

The classical cortical model is the balanced network of excitatory and inhibitory neurons44

with random connectivity12,13. This model successfully captures certain aspects of cortical45

spiking dynamics, including low spontaneous firing rates and irregular spiking statistics.46

However, it fails to explain the observed cortical trial-to-trial variability and cannot47

accommodate metastable attractors, which strongly limits its functional capacity. Over48

recent years, the balanced random network has been extended to accommodate strongly49

interconnected neuron clusters. With carefully tuned network parameters, this architecture50

introduces multistable attractor dynamics and can capture aspects of cortical trial-to-trial51

variability dynamics14–18. These studies used purely excitatory neuron clustering but52

neglected any structure in the topology of local inhibitory networks.53

Despite the vital role of inhibitory neurons in cortical dynamics, the circuit connectivity54

of inhibitory neurons has remained poorly understood until recent years. Several influ-55

ential studies provided evidence that inhibitory interneurons connect non-specifically to56

surrounding excitatory pyramidal cells19,20, which inspired the term ’blanket of inhibition’57

and supported the rationale behind a purely excitatory cluster topology14,15. However,58

additional studies now provide a more complete picture, suggesting a high degree of speci-59
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ficity and possible clustering of inhibitory neurons21–28. In particular, it has been argued60

based on anatomical and physiological evidence that inhibitory networks can be strongly61

interconnected locally. Moreover, neurons that receive strong excitatory input typically62

also receive strong inhibitory input, supporting local balancing at the level of single cell63

input21,29,30. In addition, recent theoretical studies have corroborated the importance of64

inhibition in attractor type dynamics and found, based on the analytical treatment of65

binary and firing rate models, that inhibitory clustering strongly improves the robustness66

of the metastable dynamics31.67

In the present study, we propose a novel network architecture for spiking cortical68

attractor networks using combined excitatory and inhibitory clustering. We show that69

inhibitory clustering maintains the local balance of excitation and inhibition and yields70

the desired multistability robustly over a wide range of network sizes and parameters. We71

utilize our model to mechanistically explain task-related dynamics of multiple single-unit72

activity recorded from the monkey motor cortex during a delayed reaching task. We find73

that our model qualitatively and quantitatively captures in vivo firing rates, task epoch74

related dynamics of trial-to-trial variability and spiking irregularity, and behavioral reaction75

times. Variation of the behavioral task involved different levels of target uncertainty during76

the delay period and resulted in corresponding levels of neural trial-to-trial variability and77

the systematic variation in behavioral reaction times, both in the monkey data and in our78

model simulations.79

2 Results80

Spiking networks with local excitatory-inhibitory clusters can explain cortical81

variability dynamics in vivo. We start out with analyzing the temporal dynamics82

of spike train variability in single-unit recordings from the motor cortex of the macaque83

monkey during a delayed center-out reach task (see Materials and Methods32,33). The84
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monkey was instructed to reach for one of six target buttons at the end of an instructed85

delay period during which a varying degree of target certainty was cued by either one, two86

or three adjacent targets. We first consider the simplest task condition in which complete87

target information was provided to the monkey with the onset of the preparatory period88

(preparatory signal, PS, indicated by the green circle in Fig. 1a). After a fixed delay of89

one second the monkey was prompted to execute the movement by the response signal90

(RS, red circle). Correct execution of a trial was rewarded with fruit juice.91

Common statistical measures for quantifying the variability dynamics of spiking neurons92

are the Fano factor (FF) and the local coefficient of variation of inter-spike intervals93

(CV2)
34,35. The FF determines the neural response variability across the repetition of94

trials while the CV2 measures the variability of the inter-spike intervals and thus quantifies95

the irregularity of spike occurrences within each trial. We apply both measures in a96

time-resolved fashion using a sliding observation window (see Materials and Methods35).97

Fig. 1a shows that during spontaneous activity and before cue onset (PS) trial-to-trial98

variability is high (FF ≈ 1.8). After PS, the FF decreases significantly (red curve in99

Fig. 1a) before reaching a constant plateau. This task-related reduction of the FF has100

been demonstrated previously in motor cortices and for different behavioral tasks33,36–38
101

as well as in other cortical areas37,39. The irregularity of inter-spike intervals, CV2, on102

the other hand, remains constant over time (black curve in Fig. 1a) and does not show103

any dependency on the experimental epochs. For the Poisson process the expectation is104

FF = CV2 = 1 (dashed gray line in Fig. 1a).105

Next, we study variability dynamics in a biologically plausible spiking network model of106

the cortex with excitatory cluster topology. Deviating from the random balanced network,107

the excitatory neuron population is divided into subpopulations with strong internal108

connectivity while excitatory connections between clusters are comparatively weak14–17.109

The model is composed of 4000 excitatory (E) and 1000 inhibitory (I) exponential integrate-110

and-fire neurons. The E neurons are organized into Q = 50 recurrent clusters (Fig. 1b top111
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Figure 1: Variability dynamics observed experimentally and in clustered spik-
ing network models. a) Experimental data recorded from the motor cortex of a macaque
monkey during a delayed center-out reach task33. Time-resolved Fano factor (FF) and coef-
ficient of variation (CV2) averaged across neurons are shown in red and black, respectively.
Gray horizontal dashed line shows FF and CV2 for the Poisson process. Vertical dashed
lines indicate PS (when green target LED was lit) and RS (when red target LED was
lit). b) Network model with purely excitatory clusters and global inhibition (E clustered
network). The amplitude of the step-wise external input is shown in shades of gray, the
corresponding time-resolved FF is shown in shades of red and the time-resolved CV2 in
shades of gray; the lighter the color, the weaker the stimulus amplitude. c) Same analyses
as in (b) but for the proposed network model with excitatory and inhibitory clusters (E/I
clustered network). FF and CV2 were computed in a 400ms sliding window; simulated
data comprised 50 trials.
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panel). Synaptic connections within each cluster are potentiated by a factor J+, and to112

maintain overall balance, connections between E neurons belonging to different clusters are113

depressed by a factor J−. Inhibitory neurons are non-specifically connected to themselves114

and to E neurons (see Materials and Methods).115

We simulate 2000ms of network activity. After 500ms of spontaneous activity, ∼ 10%116

of the clusters were stimulated during 1000ms. We again quantified variability dynamics117

of FF and CV2 in a sliding window. Fig. 1b shows the temporal modulation of FF for118

different stimulus amplitudes. A consistent reduction in FF upon stimulation can only be119

achieved with a strong stimulus (dark red curve) whereas the E-clustered network can show120

inconsistent behavior or even an increase in FF for stimuli of intermediate or low strength121

(light red curve), inconsistent with our experimental observations. As for the regularity122

dynamics, we observe a reduction in CV2 during stimulation that tends to be stronger123

for a stronger stimulation. This stimulus-induced increase in regularity is again clearly124

inconsistent with our experimental observations (see Fig. 1a) and, to our knowledge, has125

not been reported in any other study. In summary, the E-clustered network is inconsistent126

with the experimental observations in two ways: (1) a reduction in count variability (FF)127

is achieved only with a strong stimulus, while a weak stimulus can lead to an increase128

in FF; (2) during network stimulation the irregular spiking is disrupted, and the CV2129

assumes unrealistically low values.130

To match the experimentally observed stimulus-induced variability dynamics, we131

suggest a novel type of network connectivity. Recent anatomical and physiological studies132

point to a high local connectivity and a possible clustering of inhibitory neurons21–23,25–28.133

We therefore combine excitatory and inhibitory clustering in our spiking network model134

following our previous proposal for binary networks31 (Fig. 1c top panel). We simulate this135

E/I-clustered network model using the same parameters as for the E-clustered network136

(Materials and Methods). Fig. 1c shows that the trial-to-trial variability (FF) decreases137

robustly even for a weak network stimulation while the CV2 does not show any stimulus-138
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induced changes, matching our experimental observations (Fig. 1a). We will next investigate139

the network mechanisms that support realistic variability dynamics in E/I-clustered but140

not in E-clustered networks.141

Metastability emerges robustly in the E/I-clustered spiking network. We first142

ask which network parameters determine the emergence of metastability and winnerless143

competition among embedded clusters. To answer this question we examined the effect144

of two important clustering parameters, the clustering strength J+ and the number of145

clusters Q for a fixed network size. Metastability is expressed in the successive activation146

and inactivation of individual neuron clusters where individual neurons switch between147

lower and higher firing rate states. Across repeated observations of individual neurons148

we therefore expect a high variation of the spike count; thus, the FF provides a proxy for149

metastability.150

We again consider a network of 4000 excitatory and 1000 inhibitory neurons (Table 1).151

We first kept the number of clusters Q = 50 fixed and varied the cluster strength between152

JE+ = 1, which coincides with the classical random balanced network without clustering,153

to JE+ = Q = 50 with zero excitatory coupling between different clusters (see Material154

and Methods). The E-clustered network (Fig. 2a) can show metastability as indicated155

by the alternating firing rate states of individual cluster populations (insets in Fig. 2a)156

only in a very narrow range of excitatory cluster strengths around JE+ ≈ 3.5, which is157

accompanied by correspondingly large Fano factors (FF > 1). When increasing JE+, the158

cluster dynamics rapidly breaks down and the FF falls below its initial value associated159

with the random balanced network (JE+ = 1) and eventually the network gets stuck in a160

single state with a few clusters becoming permanently active with high firing rates and161

regular spiking patterns.162

A different picture emerges in the E/I-clustered network (Fig. 2c). Metastability is163

achieved over a wide range of JE+. With increasing cluster strength, the duration of164
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individual cluster activations becomes longer. For large values JE+ & 15 the variance over165

repeated simulations is high, as some cases exhibit extensive cycling between clusters while166

in other cases one or a few clusters become dominantly active and suppress the winnerless167

competition dynamics. At JE+ = Q = 50 coupling between the populations exists only168

through strong inhibitory connections and most populations are silenced by a few winning169

clusters. The desired attractor dynamics thus takes place at lower values of JE+, which170

yield realistic average trial-to-trial variability in the approximate range 1 < FF < 3.171

In a next step we in addition varied the number of clusters Q while keeping the total172

number of neurons N fixed. This changes the size of each cluster, i.e. larger Q means a173

smaller number of neurons per cluster. For the purely excitatory cluster topology (Fig. 2b)174

we find that there is only a very small parameter region that shows high spike count175

variability across repeated observations (FF > 1). Thus, the E-clustered network is able to176

facilitate winnerless competition, but stable switching dynamics can be achieved only by177

extensive parameter tuning. In contrast, in the E/I-clustered network attractor dynamics178

as indicated by high FF > 1 emerges robustly over a large range of cluster numbers Q179

and excitatory cluster strengths JE+ as shown in Fig. 2d. This means that metastability180

in the E/I-clustered network is not sensitive to variations or perturbations in network181

parameters. Importantly, the E/I cluster topology supports metastability even for large182

networks in contrast to the E-clustered network where attractor dynamics breaks down183

for larger network sizes.184

Local balance of excitation and inhibition facilitates attractor dynamics and185

maintains spiking irregularity. Synaptic excitation and inhibition are opposing effects186

that together determine the activity and maintain the excitability of cortical neurons187

and networks29,40,41. A number of physiological studies have shown that excitatory188

and inhibitory synaptic inputs retain a fixed and roughly equal proportion during both189

spontaneous and evoked states30,42–46. This mechanism known as balance of excitation190
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Figure 2: Excitatory-inhibitory clustering facilitates winnerless competition
across a wide range of network parameters. a, c) FF versus JE+ for networks
with Q = 50 clusters computed from 20 trials of 400ms duration and averaged over
50 network realizations. Insets show two seconds of single trial network activity for all
excitatory neurons grouped by their cluster identity. b, d) Effect of cluster strength JE+

and number of clusters Q on metastability and trial-to-trial variability (FF). Shaded orange
triangles indicate the zone below JE+ = Q, where the clusters are completely decoupled.
Panels a, b show results for the E-clustered network; c, d for the E/I-clustered network.
Parameters apart from JE+ and Q as in Table 1.
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and inhibition is crucial for maintaining irregular spiking and stable network activity, and191

disruption of this balance has been linked to pathological activity states such as epileptic192

seizures.193

In this section we study the balance of excitation and inhibition in E and E/I-clustered194

networks. Using again the parameters in Table 1 we simulate 1000ms of spontaneous195

activity of E and E/I-clustered networks with Q = 50 clusters. Fig. 3 illustrates the196

difference between E-clustered (left panels) and E/I-clustered (right panels) networks on197

the level of individual neurons. The raster plot in Fig. 3a shows the activity of nine sample198

excitatory clusters in the E-clustered network. Neurons across all nine clusters exhibit low199

firing rates until at about t = 350ms one cluster switches into an activated state. The200

corresponding instantaneous firing rate averaged across all neurons in the activated cluster201

increases strongly to almost 90 spikes/s, whereas the firing rates of the other clusters202

remain low. Fig. 3e shows the synaptic input currents to one single neuron in the activated203

cluster around the switching time (red shaded interval in Fig. 3a). While the excitatory204

input current increases (IE, upper trace) due to the strong mutual excitation within this205

cluster, the inhibitory input (II , lower trace) remains constant. As a result, the net input206

current (Itot, middle trace) increases to positive values and hence the neuron operates in207

the mean-driven rather than in the fluctuation-driven regime. As a result, a large portion208

of the neurons in the active cluster fire with high rates and high regularity, as can be seen209

in the membrane potential of the example neuron depicted in Fig. 3g. This provides the210

mechanistic explanation for our results of a strongly decreased CV2 in Fig. 1b.211

The right-hand side of Fig. 3 analyzes the equivalent scenario for an E/I-clustered212

network. The raster plot in Fig. 3b indicates that in this spontaneous state individual213

clusters can switch from an inactive state with low ongoing firing rates to activated states of214

variable duration. This attractor dynamics involves moderate firing rates during activated215

states (Fig. 3d), which are considerably lower than the high firing rates observed in the216

E-clustered network Fig. 3d. The synaptic input currents in a sample neuron are shown in217
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Figure 3: E/I clustering maintains local balance of excitation and inhibition and
irregular spiking. Comparison of E-clustered (left) and E/I-clustered (right) networks.
a, b) Spike raster display of nine excitatory clusters during 1000ms of spontaneous activity.
Horizontal lines separate different clusters. Red shaded area indicates the epoch of interest
where a switch into an active state occurred in one cluster. c, d) Average firing rate
of each of the nine clusters shown above as estimated with a 50ms triangular kernel47.
Dashed lines correspond to the red shaded region of interest in the upper panels. e, f)
Synaptic currents in a randomly chosen unit around the switch to the active state within
the cluster and epoch of interest indicated above. g, h) Membrane potential for the unit
shown above in the same time interval.
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Fig. 3f, again at the transition from the inactivated to the activated state of its cluster.218

In effect, inhibitory clustering ensures that the inhibitory synaptic currents increase in219

parallel with the excitatory synaptic currents during cluster activation, thereby increasing220

the variance but not the mean of the net synaptic input, which is kept balanced throughout.221

Hence, all neurons remain in the fluctuation-driven regime and retain irregular spiking as222

illustrated in Fig. 3h and shown for the network population in Fig. 1c.223

E/I clustering linearizes stimulus-response function and increases response224

range. We have seen that the E-clustered network fails to capture the reduction in225

trial-to-trial variability during stimulation with a weak stimulus (Fig. 1). Here we ask what226

exactly constitutes a weak stimulus by analyzing in detail how the cluster response rate227

and the change in trial-to-trial variability depend on the stimulus amplitude in networks228

with and without inhibitory clustering. To this end we stimulated five out of 50 clusters229

by means of a constant input current injected into all neurons belonging to these clusters230

(Fig. 4a). In our analysis we compare network activity in the spontaneous state (before231

stimulation) with the network activity during the evoked state (during stimulation) and232

calculate the changes in firing rate (∆rate) and FF (∆FF) as a function of stimulus233

strength. Fig. 4b shows the average ∆rate separately averaged across all neurons in the234

stimulated or non-stimulated clusters as a function of stimulus amplitude, resembling a235

population-averaged I-F curve. In the stimulated clusters of the E/I network we observe236

an approximately linear relation between input current and firing rate increase in the237

tested stimulus range. In the case of a purely excitatory cluster topology the firing rate in238

stimulated clusters increases steeply with increasing current amplitude and this relation239

shows a negative acceleration. The non-stimulated clusters exhibit a small decrease in240

their average firing rate during stimulation.241

The dynamics of trial-to-trial variability shows a clear difference in the two different242

network topologies. In the E-clustered network, there is a stark increase in FF for stimulus243
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amplitudes in the lower half of the stimulus range of up to ∼ 0.4 pA (Fig. 4c). The desired244

effect of a reduced FF is achieved only for increasingly large input currents that correspond245

with high cluster rate responses of ∆rate> 40 spikes/s (cf. vertical dashed line in Fig. 4b246

and c). This means that the E-clustered network fails to reproduce the experimentally247

observed reduction in trial-to-trial variability for weak stimuli and moderate average248

neuronal response rates. The reason for the increase in variability for weak to moderate249

stimulus amplitudes is that stimulated clusters switch into an activated state in some trials250

but fail to do so in others (not shown), i.e. cluster activation is unreliable. This coincides251

with our theoretical prediction based on the analytic treatment and numerical simulation252

of binary cluster networks where stable fixed points require considerable excitatory input253

stimulation and can assume only high cluster rates (Rost et al.31).254

In contrast, the E/I topology shows a reduction in trial-to-trial variability of single-255

neuron spiking in stimulated and non-stimulated clusters even for weak stimuli of ' 0.1 pA256

(Fig. 4d) and correspondingly low average cluster response rates (Fig. 4b). This reflects257

that clustering stimulation reliably initiates switching into an excited state in each single258

trial. The range of ∆FF in the models closely matches the average ∆FF observed in the259

experimental data (cf. Fig. 1a).260

In summary, the E/I-clustered network robustly captures the reduction in trial-to-trial261

variability during stimulation and retains a linear relationship between stimulus strength262

and rate response, while the E-clustered network fails to reproduce the reduction in263

trial-to-trial variability for weak stimuli and low to moderate population rates.264

Motor cortical activity reflects target uncertainty during movement prepa-265

ration and execution. We now analyze the monkey’s behavior and motor cortical266

single-unit activity during the delayed reach task in its full complexity. As shown in267

Fig. 5 a the monkey performed the task under three different conditions that varied in268

the amount of cued target information. At the beginning of the 1 s delay period and in269
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to the spontaneous level. Stimulation is applied to 5 out of the total of Q = 50 clusters,
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units were averaged across the 50 trial repetitions. Shaded areas show the standard error
of the mean calculated across the stimulated and non-stimulated clusters, respectively.
Network parameters as in Table 1.
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Condition 1, the PS cued a single target by a green light (full target certainty). The target270

light turned red at the end of the delay period (RS), prompting the monkey to move. In271

Condition 2, the PS cued two possible targets by two adjacent green lights, one of which272

was then randomly chosen as the final movement target (single red light) presented as RS.273

Condition 3 implied the highest target uncertainty during the preparatory period with274

three possible adjacent targets cued by the PS.275

We first analyzed the encoding of movement direction in the motor cortical single-unit276

activity. To this end, and reconsidering the approach taken in Rickert et al.33, we trained277

and cross-validated a classifier to predict the direction of the executed movement in278

each trial based on the neuronal population activity (see Material and Methods). We279

then computed the decoding accuracy, i.e. the fraction of correctly predicted single-trial280

movement directions, as a function of trial time as shown in Fig. 5b. In all three task281

conditions and during the preparatory period the decoding accuracy reaches the theoretical282

limit that reflects the target information available to the monkey. When full information283

was available (Condition 1), decoding accuracy approaches unity. When target information284

was incomplete with either two or three possible targets indicated at PS, the decoding285

accuracy levels at 1/2 and 1/3, respectively, accurately reflecting target uncertainty. After286

the RS resolved target ambiguity by indicating the final single movement target, decoding287

accuracy approached unity in all three conditions.288

Next, we asked whether task uncertainty modulates trial-to-trial variability of the289

single-unit activity. We therefore computed ∆FF as a function of trial time comparing290

the result across the three different task conditions in Fig. 5c. In all three conditions,291

spike count variability is initially quenched in reaction to the PS. Subsequently, the FF292

recovers to a different level depending on the condition. In the case of complete target293

information (Condition 1) the FF remains at a low value, while in Condition 2 it resumes294

a higher, and in Condition 3 a still higher plateau value. The differences between the295

task conditions are statistically significant. Thus, the level of trial-to-trial variability of296
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Figure 5: Functional E/I-clustered model captures context dependency of infor-
mation encoding and variability dynamics. a) Experimental protocol of the delayed
center-out reach task: 500 ms after trial start (TS) the preparatory signal (PS) indicated
either one, two or three adjacent targets in green, corresponding to Condition 1 (full target
information) and Conditions 2 and 3 (incomplete target information). After a fixed delay
period of 1000 ms the preparatory signal (PS) resolved target ambiguity by indicating
the final movement target in red, prompting the monkey to execute the movement. The
movement onset time (MO) and movement end time (ME) are recorded in each single
trial. b) Accuracy of decoding movement direction from the neuronal population activity
for the three task conditions. c) Upper panel: Task-related reduction in trial-to-trial
variability ∆FF as a function of trial time; ∗ indicates pairwise significant differences
across FF distributions (Wilcoxon signed rank test, Conditions 1-2: p = 0.007, Conditions
2-3: p = 0.03). Lower panel: Time-resolved estimate of the CV2. d) Architecture of the
E/I-clustered attractor network model. Each of the six embedded clusters represents one
target direction and can receive excitatory input with the PS and RS stimuli. Each cluster
is assigned a direction for which it receives its external input. The decoder integrates
the average cluster firing rates and generates a decision. e, f) Analysis as in b-c but for
neurons in the spiking network model. Distributions of FF are significantly different as
determined by a Wilcoxon signed rank test (Conditions 1-2: p = 3.6× 10−13, Conditions
2-3: p = 3.7× 10−30). Decoding accuracy, FF and CV2 were estimated in a sliding window
of 400 ms width.
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single-neuron spiking activity directly reflects target ambiguity during the preparatory297

period, where less/more uncertainty implies less/more variability. Following the RS and298

during movement execution, the FF shows an additional reduction in Conditions 2 and 3.299

No additional reduction in FF is visible in the single-target condition. Note that the300

average single-neuron spiking irregularity (CV2) in Fig. 5c (lower panel) remained constant301

throughout the task and in all three conditions at a value of CV2 ≈ 0.8.302

Motor cortex model provides mechanistic explanation for task-dependent move-303

ment encoding and variability dynamics. We now examine whether and how an304

attractor-based model of the motor cortex can reproduce our experimental observations in305

the behaving monkey. To this end we propose a functional spiking neural network model306

that combines the E/I cluster topology with an additional decoder module to support307

behavioral decision making as schematically shown in Fig. 5d. The core of this model308

consists of six E/I clusters, one for each target direction. In our simulations we mimicked309

the behavioral monkey experiment by applying the same stimulus protocol. Starting310

with the onset of the PS (Fig. 5a) we stimulate all neurons of either one, two or three311

clusters representing the visual cue presenting either one, two or three adjacent targets312

throughout the preparatory period. The amplitude of the stimulation current was identical313

for all clusters. With the RS, i.e. at the end of the preparatory period, stimulation was314

maintained for only a single cluster that represented the final target. In a continuous315

simulation the model was faced with 150 trials in each of the three stimulus conditions.316

We subsequently repeated the exact same analyses of directional encoding and of317

variability dynamics on the spike train recordings during model simulation (Fig. 5e–f) as318

for the experimental in vivo recordings. The classification analyses, now applied to the319

entire population of excitatory model neurons, resulted in average decoding accuracies320

that fully resemble those observed in the experimental data (compare Fig. 5b and e),321

recovering the optimal decoding scores of 1, 1/2 and 1/3 that reflect the respective target322
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uncertainty in Conditions 1, 2 and 3. This can be explained by the probabilistic nature of323

a switching activation between the stimulated clusters. As an example, Fig. 6a shows the324

spiking activity of all excitatory neurons in the model during a sample trial of Condition 3.325

With the onset of the PS a stimulus current was applied to clusters 1, 3 and 4 (counting326

from the bottom). After cue onset, competition arises between these three clusters. All327

three clusters now share the same higher probability of being active as compared to the328

non-stimulated clusters. On average the activation times for all three clusters are thus329

equal and therefore represent the randomly selected final target with probability 1/3 at330

each point in time. After RS, only the neurons in cluster 3 that represents the selected331

final target receive stimulating current input and becomes active.332

The time-resolved variability analysis of the model data captures the condition-333

dependent temporal modulation of the average ∆FF observed in vivo (compare Fig. 5c334

and f) where the reduction in FF is largest for the single target cue and smallest for335

the triple target cue. The average spike time irregularity (CV2) of the model neurons336

is essentially constant throughout the trial and independent of the target condition, in337

full agreement with our experimental results. The reflection of target uncertainty in the338

trial-to-trial variability during the preparatory period is mechanistically explained by our339

model. Stimulation of a single cluster (Condition 1) makes it very likely that this E/I340

cluster becomes activated, while all other clusters are likely to stay inactive for most of341

the 1s preparatory period. Across repeated trials of the same single target cue, neurons342

of the same stimulated cluster exhibit elevated firing rates while all other neurons are343

likely to show a low firing rate. Hence, the across-trial variability of the spike count is low.344

When there is competition between two or three stimulated clusters, the neurons of these345

clusters share the overall activation time and hence the FF will be higher.346

A simple model of decision making operating on cluster population activities347

can explain modulation of behavioral reaction times. Inspired by previous models348
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of perceptual decision making48,49, the decoder module in Fig. 5d generates a decision349

variable associated with each cluster. For each target direction d, a leaky integrator350

governed by an equation of the form351

dId(t)

dt
= −Id(t)

τI
+ Cd (1)

integrates the instantaneous spike count of the corresponding neuron population and352

forgets with time constant τI . The decision variable DVd(t) is formed as353

DVd(t) =
Id(t)

∑6
j=1 Ij(t)

(2)

expressing the probability that target direction d represents the correct choice of movement354

direction at time t. This is similar to multi-class classification. A behavioral decision355

was reached when one of the decision variables crossed the common threshold θ within356

a 400ms interval following the RS. Threshold crossings after that period were counted357

as unsuccessful trials. This is similar to the monkey experiments where the monkey had358

to react within a short time limit. If a decision variable was already above threshold at359

the beginning of the response signal (RS), the decision was counted. The threshold was360

adjusted such that the average accuracy over all sessions is maximized.361

The operation of the decoder is illustrated in Fig. 6a where the respective decision362

variables DVd(t) are superimposed on the neural population activity of each target cluster.363

In this example trial of Condition 3, the clusters 1, 3 and 4 receive stimulation during the364

preparatory period while target cluster 3 was randomly chosen as the final target indicated365

by the RS. At the time of RS onset, cluster 1 is still activated and it takes a short time366

until the change in stimulus takes effect and a switch occurs that finally activates cluster 3.367

Subsequently DV3(t) increases and reaches the threshold after a model reaction time of368

∼ 400ms.369

Fig. 6b-c show the distributions of reaction times produced by the model and experi-370
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mental data, respectively, for each condition. It can be seen that as in the experimental371

data the average reaction times in Condition 1 were much shorter than in Conditions 2372

and 3. In contrast to the experiment, anticipated responses were not penalized in the373

model. If the decision variable of the correct direction was already above threshold at374

RS, the trial was counted as successful. In Condition 1 this was frequently the case. The375

shape of the reaction time histogram for Condition 1 (dark blue in Fig. 6c) suggests that376

the monkey displayed a similar behavior. Both the data and the model show on average377

slightly larger response times in Condition 3 compared to Condition 2. The possibility of378

having prepared for the wrong direction in the model explains the difference in reaction379

times between the full information and the ambiguous conditions.380
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Figure 6: Decision model generates task-dependent reaction times. a) Raster plot
of excitatory cluster activity for an example trial of Condition 3. Solid curves represent
the decision variable (DV ; equation 2) associated with each cluster. At t = 1500 ms the
decoder starts integrating, as indicated by the vertical dashed line. Horizontal dashed
lines show the level of the decision threshold θ. To the right, target direction numbers are
indicated. During the preparatory period (between PS and RS), clusters 1, 3 and 4 are
stimulated. The final target (direction 3) was randomly chosen, resulting in a continued
stimulation of only cluster 3 after RS. The black circle indicates the decision for a movement
in direction 3 by means of threshold crossing. b-c) Histograms of reaction times of the
model (b) and the experimental data (c) for all three task conditions.
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3 Discussion381

We have proposed a robust mechanistic model of cortical and behavioral variability382

dynamics and showed that it accounts for task-related dynamics and coding in motor383

cortex. The model extends previous spiking attractor network models featuring excita-384

tory clustering10,14–18 by adding clustered inhibitory connectivity, motivated by recent385

experimental21,22,24,25,27,28 and theoretical28,31 studies. We showed that the clustered inhi-386

bition ensures the local balance of excitation and inhibition within each attractor, and387

increases the robustness of winnerless competition, able to capture cortical dynamics388

during decision-making. The model replicates both neural and behavioral variability of389

a monkey performing a delayed reaching task with various degrees of prior information390

about the target direction. At the neuronal level, we showed that our model reproduces391

the spiking irregularity and trial-to-trial variability of spike counts, and at the behavioral392

level, our model captures the reaction times during the task. These findings suggest joint393

excitatory and inhibitory clustering as a powerful mechanism for decision-related activity394

in cortex.395

Joint excitatory and inhibitory clustering vs. purely excitatory clustering396

Previous studies have considered purely excitatory clustering with a ‘blanket of inhibi-397

tion’ to explain decision-related activity in cortex and the associated cortical variability398

dynamics10,14–17. We here showed that joint excitatory and inhibitory clustering better399

accounts for cortical variability dynamics, thereby more plausibly reflecting the neural400

mechanisms underlying decision-making. Furthermore, recent evidence in the literature401

supports the notion that not only excitatory neurons but also inhibitory neurons in cortex402

are clustered21–28.403

Cortical neuronal activity is variable on both the single-trial level, in terms of the404

irregularity of interspike intervals, and across trials, measured for instance by the Fano405

factor. Our experimental data show that spike timing irregularity is comparable during406
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spontaneous and evoked activity, while trial-to-trial variability is lower for evoked activity.407

Switching between clusters in a process of winnerless competition is able to account for408

the high Fano factor during spontaneous activity, while the variability is quenched during409

evoked, decision-related activity by selection of a single cluster or subset of clusters.410

Spiking attractor network models with clustering only among excitatory neurons have411

been successful in explaining the trial-to-trial variability observed in in vivo recordings.412

However, this type of model has unrealistic spiking irregularity and excessive spike rates413

during cluster activation and exhibits biologically plausible multistability (winnerless414

competition) only in a narrow parameter regime (see Fig. 2 and discussion of Litwin-415

Kumar et al.14, Deco et al.15 and Rost et al.31).416

By analyzing the stable fixed points of the mean-field equations for networks with417

excitatory clusters, Rost et al.31 have shown that switching is hampered by the high rates418

attained in active clusters. Our proposed remedy of assigning an inhibitory population to419

each cluster, by increasing the corresponding E → I, I → E and I → I synaptic strengths,420

solves both of the above problems. Since inhibition is now also selective, each excitatory421

population is held in check by its inhibitory counterpart and hence the fixed points of the422

active and passive clusters move closer together. This facilitates switching, and also helps423

to maintain interval variability because the active clusters remain in the fluctuation-driven424

balanced state rather than being forced into saturation (see Fig. 3). Thus, inhibitory425

clustering ensures realistic spike timing variability and greatly increases the robustness of426

the multistability, extending the range of cluster strengths and sizes over which winnerless427

competition occurs.428

Functional role The balanced random network model with joint excitatory and in-429

hibitory clustering not only accounts for realistic cortical variability dynamics but also430

reproduces functional and behavioral aspects of movement preparation and decision-making:431

task-related encoding, variability, and reaction times match the experimental observations.432
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In our experiment when the monkey has incomplete information during the preparatory433

period it can only resolve the ambiguity of multiple targets when the RS signal provides full434

information, and the reaction times are increased. We observe the same phenomenon in our435

model. The mechanistic explanation is that in the multiple-target conditions the clusters436

compete and the activity switches between them during the preparation period. When the437

RS signal resolves the ambiguity, only one of the clusters retains input stimulation. If this438

cluster has been active at this point in time, the activity level reaches the threshold faster439

(short reaction times) than in the case where a switch is required, leading to longer reaction440

times (Fig. 6). The same mechanistic explanation underlies short and long reaction times441

in a recent attractor network model describing behavioral reaction times in anticipatory442

versus unexpected cues depending on pre-stimulus cluster activation17. In our model443

we find a small but non-negligible increase in reaction times from the two-target to the444

three-target condition. The same effect was observed in the monkey’s reaction time. Our445

model mechanistically explains this effect by the lower chance for the cluster associated446

with the final goal to be active at the time of the RS signal in the three-target compared447

to the two-target condition.448

Multistability and timescales of variability dynamics The timescales on which449

neural activity varies constitute a recurring theme in the context of cortical variability.450

The present work is centered around the hypothesis that rate variance across trials is a451

consequence of slow switching between clusters of neurons. In our model, we have observed452

that switching tends to occur less frequently when the clustering is stronger, thereby453

increasing the time that assemblies spend in the active state. A number of physiological454

results support the hypothesis that spontaneous activity is made up of sequences of455

structured activity patterns that emerge seemingly at random. The average or typical456

amount of time spent in each pattern is still a matter of investigation16,50–53.457

These results point to timescales on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds. Teich458
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et al.54 on the other hand have found that Fano factors of retinal ganglion cells in cats459

increase with counting window width for observation intervals of several minutes. For460

stationary point processes, the FF depends only weakly on window size35. When rate461

variance is added to the equation, the Fano factor will increase with counting window size462

until the window spans several periods of the periodicity of the underlying fluctuations.463

Such long-timescale fluctuations do not necessarily have to originate from the cluster464

switching mechanisms described here. It is likely that winnerless competition dynamics in465

spontaneous cortical firing will happen on timescales related to the stimulus modalities or466

movements a particular region codes for.467

The timescales of switching in our model depend on the value of the cluster parameter468

JE+. We have adjusted this parameter so that the networks’ spontaneous activities exhibit469

Fano factors similar to those observed in our experimental data. We have not measured470

the durations that attractors spend in the active states, although an hidden Markov model471

analysis similar to those by Ponce-Alvarez et al.52 and Mazzucato et al.16 could yield472

estimates. Inspection of the raster plots does however suggest that the up states in our473

model have similar timescales to those reported in the literature (∼ 20− 200ms).474

It would be desirable to have a theoretical prediction for the timescales of cluster475

switching in relation to the model parameters. Lagzi et al.55 have described the winnerless476

competition between two populations using a rate model governed by Lotka-Volterra-477

type equations. If noise is introduced, switching can also occur in rate models. They478

found that the survival times of the active states could be well approximated by an479

exponential distribution and that the average time between switches grows faster than480

exponentially with cluster strength. Rost et al.31 used the mean-field description of our481

network configuration for binary neurons to find the stable rate configurations. Switching482

between these stable attractors is a finite size effect due to chaotic fluctuations in the483

firing of individual units in the populations which is by definition not captured by the484

mean-field approach. The mean-field theory for networks of binary units also predicts the485
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distribution of activity rates within populations12. From this, it is theoretically possible to486

compute the 2Q-dimensional joint distribution of cluster rates. Under certain assumptions487

about the noise caused by the rate fluctuations within clusters it may then be possible to488

make predictions about the switching dynamics. This analysis is, however, beyond the489

scope of the current study.490

Outlook In our study, we varied cluster size and found more robust winnerless com-491

petition for smaller clusters, below about 200 neurons per cluster. Switching of activity492

states is triggered by fluctuations in cluster firing rate. Hence the probability of switching493

decreases when clusters become larger, because fluctuations tend to average out56. While494

fine-scale clusters have been reported to consist of tens rather than thousands of neurons57,495

it is unclear whether the cortical algorithm in reality already breaks down with clusters496

of a few hundred units. Future investigations into this issue can include anatomical and497

physiological estimates of cluster size, as well as computational modeling attempting to498

increase the robustness of winnerless competition for large clusters.499

Our experimental data is recorded after an extensive training period so that the500

monkey performs the task with a high proportion of correct trials. We therefore assume501

in our model that the connectivity has reached a fixed structure and is no longer plastic.502

Future work may investigate how the clustered connectivity is learned during training,503

for instance through spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) combined with selective504

stimulation58–63. To form and recall these clusters in a stable manner over a long time505

some form of homeostatic mechanism is crucial. Zenke et al.60 shows that multiple506

timescales of homeostatic regulation are necessary to form robust and stable clusters that507

are functionally relevant. Liwin-Kumar et al.61 investigate homeostatic mechanisms that508

act on I→E synapses together with E→E STDP rules to form clusters that reflect previously509

experienced stimuli. The inhibitory plasticity in these studies is globally modulated while510

excitatory neurons form local clusters and are responsible for functional representations. It511
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will be interesting to investigate how joint excitatory and inhibitory clustering can stably512

emerge in neural networks through plasticity, and what role is played by homeostatic513

mechanisms in this context.514
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4 Materials and Methods515

Experiment516

Behavioral task and recordings in the monkey. The monkey experiments were517

conducted in Alexa Riehle’s lab at the CNRS Marseille, France. The monkey performed a518

delayed center-out reaching task which involved three different task conditions that differed519

in the amount of initial target information available to the monkey as illustrated in Fig. 5 a.520

The monkey was seated in front of a panel featuring a hexagonal array of touch-sensitive521

target LEDs and a central LED indicating the starting position. The monkey initiated a522

trial by touching the central LED (trial start, TS). During the 1s delay period starting at523

t = 500ms the preparatory signal (PS) provided either complete or incomplete information524

about the final movement target and consisted of either a single target LED (Condition 1),525

two adjacent target LEDs (condition 2), or three adjacent target LEDs (Condition 3)526

that lit up in green. At t = 1500ms the response signal (RS) appeared and one of the527

green target LEDs turned red. This indicated the final movement target and prompted528

the monkey to move his hand to that target. In Conditions 2 and 3 the final target was529

randomly chosen among the PS-cued targets, while the other target LEDs went dark. The530

times of movement onset (MO) and movement end (ME) were recorded and if the monkey531

touched the correct target LED, the trial was registered as successful and a drop of juice532

was given as a reward. Only successful trials were analyzed in the present study.533

The task conditions of one, two or three possible targets presented during the 1s534

preparatory period were executed in blocks. In each block, 150 trials with randomized535

target directions were carried out so that each of the directions appeared on average 25536

times per condition. Note that in order to obtain the same number of possible trial types537

in all conditions, not all possible combinations of directions for the preparatory stimulus538

were used in Conditions 2 and 3. Since six combinations are possible for Condition 1, only539

the pairs 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6 were used in Condition 2 and for Condition 3, only two cases540
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occurred (6-1-2, 3-4-5).541

Extracellular recordings were obtained with a multielectrode microdrive (Reitböck542

system; Thomas Recording) to insert transdurally seven independently movable electrodes543

in the primary motor cortex (M1) close to the central sulcus32,33). Online spike sorting544

resulted in up to seven simultaneously recorded single-unit spike trains32. On each recording545

day, all three conditions were presented to the monkey so that the responses of individual546

neurons can be compared across conditions.547

Model548

Spiking network model. Our spiking network model is composed of leaky integrate-549

and-fire neurons with exponential synaptic currents where the sub-threshold evolution of550

the membrane potential V is described by the differential equation551

dV

dt
=

−(V − EL)

τm
+

Isyn + Ix
Cm

. (3)

In the absence of input, the membrane potential decays exponentially to the resting552

potential EL with time constant τm. The current Isyn represents the synaptic input, Ix553

is an externally injected current and Cm is the membrane capacitance. If the potential554

reaches the threshold Vth a spike is emitted and V is clamped to a reset voltage Vr for an555

absolute refractory period τr. The synaptic current to a neuron i evolves according to the556

equations557

τsyn
dI isyn
dt

= −I isyn +
∑

j

Jij
∑

k

δ
(

t− tjk
)

(4)

where tjk is the time of the arrival of the kth spike from presynaptic neuron j and δ is the558

Dirac delta function.559

To facilitate comparison with previous studies that investigated excitatory cluster560
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topologies we here use similar parameters as provided in Litwin-Kumar et al.14 and561

Mazzucato et al.16 (see Table 1). We briefly explain how we derived the main parameters562

in the following.563

Calibration of the balanced state. We follow the same approach as in Rost et al.31564

for the binary networks by requiring that
√
K excitatory action potentials arriving within565

a short time suffice to drive the membrane potential from EL to Vth and hence elicit a566

spike. For that purpose we need to compute the deflection in the membrane potential567

caused by a presynaptic spike.568

According to equation 4, a spike arriving at t = 0 leads to a postsynaptic current of569

the form570

Ipsc(t) = Je−t/τsyn Θ(t) (5)

where J and Θ are the synaptic efficacy and step function, respectively. Inserting this into571

equation 3 and integrating with V = 0 at t = 0 the postsynaptic potential is obtained:572

PSP (t) = J
τmτsyn

τm − τsyn

(

e−t/τm − e−t/τsyn
)

Θ(t) (6)

The maximal deflection PSPmax occurs at t =
log

τsyn

τm

(1/τm−1/τsyn)
. Note that the PSP amplitude573

depends on the synaptic as well as the membrane time constants and is therefore different574

for each synapse type (PSPEE
max, PSPEI

max,...). The scale-free weights are then constructed575

in the same way as for the binary networks (equations 3 to 8 in Rost et al.31) but weighted576
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by the respective PSP amplitudes:577

jEE =
Vth − EL√
pEEnE

1

PSPEE
max

(7)

jEI = −gjEE
pEEnE

pEInI

PSPEE
max

PSPEI
max

(8)

jIE =
Vth − EL√
pIEnE

1

PSP IE
max

(9)

jII = −jIE
pIEnE

pIInI

PSP IE
max

PSP II
max

(10)

where g is the relative strength of inhibition. The final weights Jαβ are obtained by dividing578

by
√
N .579

Since we are interested in the temporal dynamics of neuronal variability, we modeled580

external inputs as constant currents to ensure that all variability arises deterministically581

inside the network rather than stemming from externally generated Poisson input. In582

analogy to the ’threshold rate’ of Brunel13, the external current Ix is expressed in terms583

of the current required to reach the threshold in the absence of synaptic input:584

Ith =
Vth − EL

τm
Cm. (11)

A complex interplay exists between the E and I firing rates and the magnitude of the585

external currents to the populations. The tuning of the injected currents required to obtain586

the desired firing rates of 3 and 5 spikes per second for the E and I populations respectively587

was therefore achieved by modeling single units with Poissonian inputs mimicking the588

network input at the target firing rates. The external inputs could then be increased until589

the modeled units fired on average at the required rates.590

Before introducing structured connectivity we first ensured that the network configura-591

tion was operating in the asynchronous-irregular (AI) regime. Irregularity was measured592

using the squared Coefficient of Variation (CV 2) (as explained in the Data analysis section).593
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Synchrony of measures such as the instantaneous firing rate or the membrane potential in594

neural networks can be quantified as64:595

χ =

√

σ2
pop

〈σ2
i 〉
. (12)

Here σ2
pop is the variance of the the population average and 〈σ2

i 〉 is the average over the596

individual units’ variances. The measure gives unity for totally synchronized activity and597

for asynchronous activity in networks of size N , one expects χ ∼ O
(

1√
N

)

. Since recording598

all membrane potentials in simulations is computationally expensive, we computed χ on599

spike counts measured in bins of 20ms.600

It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the networks show the usual characteristics of the balanced601

state. When excitation dominates, synchronous-regular firing near the saturation rate 1/τr602

is observed. The AI state occurs when g is sufficiently large for inhibition to dominate603

(Fig. 7a). As in the binary network31, we choose g = 1.2, where χ = 0.02 ∼ 1/
√
N and604

CV 2 = 0.73 (Fig. 7b). The raster plot shows no discernible structure (Fig. 7c) and the605

average firing rate is low and constant over time (Fig. 7d). The synaptic currents from606

excitatory and inhibitory inputs and the external current Ix cancel so that the net input607

fluctuates around zero (Fig. 7e). Hence, the membrane potentials fluctuate at low values608

and only occasionally reach the threshold to produce a spike (Fig. 7f). The parameters609

used for all simulations in this section are summarized in Table 1.610

E and E/I-clustered networks. We follow the same connectivity scheme that we611

introduced for binary networks in our previous work31. Briefly, for the E-clustered612

networks, we first divide the excitatory population into Q equally sized clusters with613

uniform connection probability. Then, we potentiate the synaptic connection within each614

cluster by a factor J+, which we refer to as cluster strength. J+ = 1 represents the random615

balanced network and the larger J+, the stronger the weights within the formed clusters.616
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Supplemental Material, Figure 7: Spiking network in the balanced state. Parameters as in
Table 1. a) Irregularity CV 2, synchrony χ and normalized excitatory firing rate versus
relative inhibitory strength g. b) Pooled ISI distribution for the E population. c) Raster
plot of one second of spiking activity for 4000 excitatory (from 0 to 4000) and 1000 (from
4000 to 5000) inhibitory neurons. d) E population rate histogram computed in 10ms bins.
e) Synaptic currents of a randomly selected E unit. f) Membrane potential for same unit
as in e. Vertical bars above the threshold (dashed line) represent action potentials.
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To maintain the overall balance, we decrease the weights among units belonging to different617

clusters by a factor J− = Q−J+
Q−1

. For the E/I-clustered networks, we divide not only the618

excitatory population but also the inhibitory population into Q clusters. Then we require619

that each excitatory cluster selectively influences its corresponding inhibitory cluster and620

vice versa by increasing the corresponding EI, IE and II weights. We have shown in Rost621

et al.31 that the inhibitory clustering needs to be weaker than the excitatory clustering to622

obtain realistic firing rates. Therefore, we introduce separate excitatory and inhibitory623

clustering strengths, JE+ and JE−. The relation between JE+ and JE− is defined as follows:624

625

JI+ = 1 +RJ(JE+ − 1), (13)

where RJ is a proportionality factor, i.e. RJ = 1 implies the same cluster strength for626

inhibitory and excitatory clusters (JE+ = JI+) and RJ = 0 makes the inhibitory population627

unclustered (JI+ = 1, which represents the E-clustered networks). Throughout the current628

study, we use RJ = 3/4 based on our previous results31 where we showed that this value629

of RJ can prevent firing rate saturation in up states.630

Attractor model of motor cortex for simulation of the behavioral monkey task.631

We designed a model with six E/I clusters with 200/50 excitatory/inhibitory neurons each.632

We adjusted the clustering parameter JE+ for the smaller network size to achieve robust633

metastablity under spontaneous network conditions and an average FF that approximates634

the average experimental value. The external input currents were slightly adapted to635

obtain spontaneous firing rates of approximately 3 and 5 spikes per second for excitatory636

and inhibitory neurons, respectively. No additional parameter tuning was performed and637

all model parameters are listed in Table 2.638

In an ongoing simulation we define successive trials of 2 s length. We randomly define639

the start of the first trial (TS). This is followed after 500ms by the onset of the PS640

and after another 1000ms by the onset of the RS, which lasted for 400ms. PS and RS641
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were realized as constant stimulating currents Istim. After each trial we draw a random642

inter-trial interval in the range of 1.5− 1.7 s before we start the next trial, to allow the643

network to relax to its spontaneous state. The variance in this relaxation period was644

intended to avoid any effects of periodicity. For each task condition the model executed645

150 trials and for analysis the trials were cut from this long continuous simulation. All646

analyses of model spiking data were performed identically to the analyses of the in vivo647

spiking data. Our setup implies that each neuron in our model is sharply selective to only648

a single target direction.649

The threshold θ applied to the decision variable DV (equation 2) was adjusted to650

maximize the performance of the model. The time constant of integration τI was set to651

50ms which represents an intermediate value between very fast reactions directly when652

the threshold is reached at RS and very slow integration where the threshold was not653

reached during the RS interval.654

Data analysis655

Quantifying neural variability. The Fano Factor (FF) quantifies the dispersion of656

spike counts for single neurons across repeated observations of the same experimental657

condition (trials).658

FF =
σ2
c

µc

, (14)

where σ2
c and µc are the variance and mean count over trials. The estimation of the659

FF is biased towards unity for small estimation windows. However, this bias quickly660

becomes negligible when the estimation window is several multiples of the mean inter-spike661

interval (ISI)65.662

To allow a fair comparison of variability statistics across conditions, additional precau-663

tions were taken. Fano factors were computed for each unit and direction separately and664

we required that units had at least ten spikes in the 2 s interval after trial start and that665
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at least ten trials were recorded per direction. To enable the comparison across conditions,666

we only included units and directions where those criteria were met in all conditions.667

Interval statistics are usually characterized by the Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the668

ISI distribution,669

CV 2 =
σ2
ISI

µ2
ISI

. (15)

Here, σ2
ISI and µISI are the variance and mean of the intervals between action potentials.670

Estimating the CV 2 requires some caution, as modulations in firing rate increase the671

interval variability. Another problem with estimating the CV 2 follows from finite-size672

estimation windows. In an estimation window of width T , only ISIs < T can be observed.673

If the underlying process has non-zero probabilities for larger intervals, the CV 2 will674

be underestimated; this effect is known as right-censoring35,66. For estimating the time-675

varying interval variability we therefore used the CV2
34,67, which is computed for all pairs676

of consecutive intervals as:677

CV2 = 2

〈 |τ − τ ′|
τ + τ ′

〉

. (16)

Here, 〈...〉 denotes averaging and τ and τ ′ are consecutive ISIs.678

Decoding of movement direction. To assess how much directional information is679

contained in the population activity we reproduced the approach of Rickert et al.33 and680

constructed pseudo-populations of all available units as follows: the data set was divided681

into five groups and each group in turn served as the test set while the model was trained682

on the remaining groups, and the average score of the five models was calculated. At each683

point in time and using five-fold cross-validation we computed the decoding accuracy of684

the logistic regression classifier as the fraction of correctly predicted movement directions685

averaged over all six different directions as686

Decoding accuracy =
1

C

C
∑

c=1

N c
correct

N c
total

. (17)
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Parameter Unit Value

N - 4000(E), 1000(I)

EL mV 0

Vth mV 20

VR mV 0

Cm pF 1

τm ms 20(E), 10(I)

τsyn ms 3(E), 2(I)

τr ms 5

pEE - 0.2

pEI , pIE, pII - 0.5

g - 1.2

JEE pA 0.33

JEI pA −0.89

JIE pA 0.25

JII pA −1.34

Ix pA 2.13Ith(E), 1.24Ith(I)

Table 1: Summary of parameters used in the spiking network simulations
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Parameter Unit Value

N - 1200(E), 300(I)

EL mV 0

Vth mV 20

VR mV 0

Cm pF 1

τm ms 20(E), 10(I)

τsyn ms 3(E), 2(I)

τr ms 5

pEE - 0.2

pEI , pIE, pII - 0.5

g - 1.2

JEE pA 0.60

JEI pA −1.60

JIE pA 0.46

JII pA −2.44

Ix pA 1.25Ith(E), 0.78Ith(I)

Istim pA 0.15

Q - 6

JE+ - 3.3

RJ - 3/4

Table 2: Parameters used in the spiking network model for the monkey task
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